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Historical events in the ‘Western’ world are interwoven with particular ideologies and theories, which in turn have 
influenced artists, artistic styles and movements. I believe that the 
advent of  new technologies, like personal components and 
networking platforms, represents a series of  events that have 
impacted upon society as a whole as well as challenging the 
artworld to reconsider what is ‘contemporary’.
Events during the 1990s and 2000s stretched precedents 
of  litigation with examples found in the Napster case in 2001, of  
online music sharing and distribution within networking 
platforms. It includes using ‘peer-to-peer distribution’ – the 
evolving catchphrase and new ideology. This was the creator’s 
rebuttal of  copyright ownership of  what essentially was ephemeral 
content, which led to the collective model of  Creative Commons. 
Copyright ownership is waived on intellectual property for items 
such as programs also known as Shareware. Online content was 
now open to sampling, cutting, remixing, mashing and worked 
into new forms of  art.
  The architects of  the systems of  new technologies, 
designed and created by Generation X, have now been brought to 
their knees by Gen Y, in particular Mark Zuckerburg of  Facebook 
(2004). The Facebook structure of  peer-to-peer distribution 
network aligns with Web 2.0 design, being non-hierarchical and 
communal in application. Rudolph Frieling discusses the 
transposition of  industry operation: 
Since 1980 consumer and culture industries have systematically 
turned every subculture (particularly youth culture) into 
product. Cultural tactics evolved by individuals are sold back to 
them as strategies. Responding to this, Web 2.0 companies 
created Myspace, Facebook, et cetera.1
 The momentum of  corporate control continues to gain 
full swing, through saturation of  advertising on the Internet. This 
is exploited through the proliferation of  personal components, 
social networking platforms and networking capability of  
equipment. A counter blow was struck by Julian Assange’s release 
of  the WikiLeaks site in 2006 and in particular the 2007 Collateral 
Murder video published in 2010. Effectively, secrets were exposed.
What was once a playground utopia, of  and for 
commercialism and the consumer public, now came crashing 
down. The evil of  deception was revealed; that the ownership of  
secrets were within governments’ (in a global context) control was 
incomprehensible. WikiLeaks, as disseminator of  information 
under the freedom of  information act, has metaphorically cast Mr 
and Mrs Consumer, Adam and Eve, from the Garden of  Eden. 
Advertisers have similarly run from the WikiLeaks environment.
Gen Y, on the other hand, is embracing new technology as 
an open system of  transparency too, seen in the divulging of  
personal information so readily on the Internet. When a major 
communication system is remodelled for use by the incoming 
generation, with the technological and business capability to do 
so, then the signs may be read as a turning of  the consciousness of  
society.  Of  course there are the obvious anomalies, which are 
present in society anyway, such as Internet bullying, et cetera, but 
not enough to degrade the system or its genuine users. The 
superficiality of  blogs and tweets from Gen Y allude to the 
innocence and retreat from the complexity of  modern society, 
more than an inherent narcissism. 
As Generation X is caught up and distracted in a ‘Soft 
War’, Gen Y is subversively remodelling their future creating 
new technology systems and apps for their needs. So how does 
this affect and influence art? Firstly, we need to review the end 
of  the postmodern era, notably Pop Art. Henry Geldzahler’s 
essay in the Pop Art 1955-70 exhibition catalogue provides a 
supporting perspective:
Pop Art … is a knowing response to our environment, taking 
into account the facts of  television, daily newspapers, weekly 
magazines, billboards and movie screens.2
Art, in one of  its many guises, is an instrument for 
disseminating knowledge, observations and emotions to the 
general public relative to the current social structure of  society. 
It is a way of  communicating back to the public their 
condition. In turn, artists draw from available resources of  
information for inspiration. 
Each one of  Geldzahler’s above criteria may be replaced by 
a technological equivalent. For example, television and movie 
screens are substituted with YouTube; daily newspapers and weekly 
magazines are replaced with online equivalents; billboards are now 
social networking sites. The once externally sourced environment 
is supplanted into the Internet network – linked, uploaded and 
critiqued instantly. The remnants of  Pop Art are still with artists 
and society today, morphed into a technologically instantaneous 
output and accessibility. This is supported by the prolific 
availability of  new media technologies, which has become the 
medium of  choice for a growing number of  current artists. 
Minimal art in the 1970s became one, key turning-point 
toward contemporary art:
The Minimal artists of  the 1970s can be seen to have 
responded to the oversaturation of  commercialism and ideology 
as subject matter, withdrawing into serenity, a soundlessness that 
refused any dialogue with a corrupt society.3
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In effect, Minimalism resisted the channels of  media that 
were to experience the unforeseen future system overhaul in the 
form of  the Internet. Artists have returned full circle to re-
embracing current channels of  communication with its driving, 
new ideology intact. As such, this represents a turning away 
from one of  the foundational directions of  contemporary art. 
This is represented in the growing quantity of  media and 
technology content in exhibitions. The ‘serenity’ to which the 
Minimalists withdrew is reflected, more so, in the obsessive 
activity and process of  the technology user, Gen Y in particular. 
Personal components make up each and every modern-day 
individual’s must-have equipment. A personal experience is 
foremost entered prior to accessing an integrated network. The 
key events of  Creative Commons, Facebook and WikiLeaks have 
formed new working methods and sociological structures such as 
collaboration, peer-to-peer sharing, non-hierarchical structuring, 
accessibility, remixing, networking and transparency. As 
Generation X continues to be distracted with global events, Gen 
Y is moving collectively as a network, logging into the new 
consciousness of  their evolving world.
Those who are truly contemporary, who truly belong to their 
time, are those who neither perfectly coincide with it nor adjust 
themselves to its demands.4
Considering Giorgio Agamben’s statement above, the 
contemporary is beyond the trends and fashions of  the time, 
which constitutes them ‘present in time’. However the current 
events impacted on by new technologies give cause to reconsider 
the ‘contemporary’ definition in the context of  – not time present 
– time progressive. Contemporary art simplifies to a definition: of 
the present time. Our current ‘present time’ is in a state of  constant 
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flux. The term ‘contemporary’, present time, is a static reference in 
comparison to the current ideological progressions in Western 
consumer society.
  The key events, which include copyright, youth culture 
strategies, global government control, and system remodelling, 
have been challenged through Creative Commons, Facebook, 
WikiLeaks and Gen Y respectively. All of  these events/
phenomena have in common the communication portal of  new 
media technologies. Through considering them as one argument 
against the multiplicities of  contemporaneity, the forty-odd-year-
old contemporary era in art is passing behind us; it is becoming a 
redundant, static terminology and ill-suited ideology for current 
art styles and progressive sociological structures. b
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